Representative List of Past CEMPROC Intern Projects
A sampling of past internship projects and tasks have included:
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Contributing content to CEMPROC's Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube pages,
including active expansion of online participation and engagement with our programs
Participating as an observer/documentarian, and then as a co-trainer, in workshops
that form part of CEMPROC's Crecer en Paz program to form Peace Promoters in
schools
Developing, filming, editing, and producing 'mini-documentary' videos on specific
topics like Environmental Conflict Resolution in Ecuador or the political voice of AfroEcuadorians in the new Constitution (https://www.youtube.com/user/CEMPROC)
Conducting workshops, involving teaching, games, songs and simulations, on
conflict resolution for children in two schools in Quito (Escuela Ciudad de
Cuenca and Escuela Francisco Javier Salazar). The workshops lasted four
hours each and, over a course of three weeks, reached out to over 600
children between the age of 9 and 12.
Researching and writing a summary paper on the conflict in Colombia and bilateral
relations between Ecuador as background material for the Study Abroad Programme
[in English]. This was subsequently published in the
CEMPROC Working Paper Series. (http://www.cemproc.org/KPoppCWPS.pdf)
Carrying out field research together with other CEMPROC staff to conduct surveys,
interviews, and focus groups of Ecuadorians, Colombian migrants, and organizations
involved in peacebuilding and humanitarian assistance in migrant-receiving areas
Designing and co-teaching an English-language course for teachers at the
American school in Quito on conflict transformation and social justice in the
classroom.
Assisting in workshops on conflict resolution for adults, held for the parent
community at Escuela Francisco Javier Salazar.
Identifying publicity, marketing, and media opportunities to increase the
visibility of CEMPROC programs; pitched and secured radio and newspaper
coverage of CEMPROC open-enrollment conflict resolution courses and public
expert panel forums; accompanied senior leadership to media interviews and events,
documenting with photos, video, audio, writing in order to disseminate to CEMPROC
constituencies
Designing and researching through focus groups a training on conflict
resolution for migrant families; developed a manual to accompany the course
Researching and coauthoring an article with CEMPROC director on governance
networks in the border regions of Ecuador in a prestigious international professional
magazine/journal: http://www.fmreview.org/fragilestates/balyk-pugh
Writing an article on migrant conflict resolution and social justice for a major
international professional magazine
(http://www.acrnet.org/publications/ACResolution/Summer08Addendum/Two
_Faces_of_Migration_ACRes7.4.pdf)
Designing a module on migration to complement the course on conflict
resolution for children, considering the high migration pressure in Ecuadorian
society and the social and emotional strain that emigration and separation
put on children and family relationships [in Spanish].
Designing a module on migration to complement the adults’ courses on
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conflict resolution; this included writing two simulations that could allow
participants to practice conflict resolution skills in migration-related conflict.
Networking with potential partner and client organizations, developing
relationships and answering preliminary questions in order to set up a
meeting with the organization leadership.
Assisting in a range of organizational and logistical duties surrounding the
International Conflict Resolution Study Abroad Program run by CEMPROC and
the University of Georgia (USA) for a group of undergraduate students in
Quito.
Assisting with preparation, logistics, and implementation of the Visualizing Peace and
Justice international study abroad program run by CEMPROC and Providence College
on photography and global/local intersections of social justice issues
Researching, travelling to conduct a needs assessment, and writing a grant
proposal for a non-violent social change and community organizing workshop
in an indigenous community
Writing a project proposal for a possible collaboration between CEMPROC and
international organizations on local governance and community building in Ecuador’s
northern provinces.
Writing articles for the CEMPROC newsletter [in English and Spanish].
Creating a database of schools in the Quito area and drafting letters to the
schools offering CEMPROC conflict resolution courses for children.

